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bioware has also confirmed that they will be patching the game every week post-launch to add in more content and fixes as they see fit. they also noted that this will not be a steady process, as they want to give players the experience they want. thankfully, they are promising to keep players up to date on the status of the game, so we wont have to wait until the game is released for news on the next patch. until then, be sure to check out all the new changes in patch 1.08 for mass effect andromeda below. in our quest to keep the patch size down, we made a number of quality-of-life changes. you can now place your favorite crewmate in the ryder's bed without having to blow up the room! and the new 'buy' menu makes it easier than ever to suit up
and dress up ryder. these changes also expand the ryder's wardrobe for all your customization needs. if you're looking for a place to relax and unwind, you can now visit the andromeda serenity. this floating luxury ship offers a beautiful view of the galaxy as well as a suite of high-end amenities, including a swimming pool, gym, and spa. make sure to bring your favorite squadmate or two! and finally, for those of you who have been playing, but you just haven't had the chance to update. the update is now available to all players who have purchased the game. download the update now and enjoy! those of you already playing on pc will be pleased to know that you have been granted the option of playing as the new crewmembers introduced in this

patch. we've also fixed a number of bugs that were causing issues with the game in the previous patch. please check out the patch notes for more details.
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vacate odyssey logs, which are used to craft equipment, were always easy to unlock but as the game progressed players spent less time in these areas. the extra unlockables and higher drop rates required to craft in these areas will encourage players to explore them longer. we also updated the weapons and abilities based on community feedback. for example,
the single shot and dual shot pistol’s reload rate has been reduced and now the charged shot has a higher damage. players can now craft custom armors and the engineer's provided weapons no longer drain their perk pools. there are now two new routes to unlock the omega dlc content. should you decide to activate the omega dlc it will unlock the activities

available for you to complete and allow you to progress to the omega mission. once you complete a goal, the activities icon on the left side of the screen will be changed to reflect your accomplishments. theres a plethora of new features in this patch, like the customization of your hoverboard in the menu, an improved tutorial, two new chevrons (one for wyvern
and the other for vulture hoverboards) and a number of ui improvements. you can now switch between the sprint and dash run animations, and you can customize how your helmet looks when inside it. we are seeing 4k resolutions as high as 50 fps with an uncapped frame rate which is solid. this is only from our testing though, so this might be jittery, as well as

the more graphical intensive loading screen options in the screen-filtering menu. there will be a fix in future patches. 5ec8ef588b
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